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Abstract: Biotech-Careers.org is a comprehensive career information resource used in college and high 
school classrooms nationwide. The site combines education materials and job search capabilities with an 
extensive employer database. We describe four paths for exploring Biotech-Careers.org–People, Places, 
Things, and Jobs and describe the impacts of using the site on multiple cohorts of college students. The 
students reported an increased interest in pursuing biotechnology-related careers and an increase in 
cognitive factors (awareness, belonging, self-efficacy, and identity) known to be important in career 
choice. 
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Introduction 
Biotechnology companies have a wide variety of positions, pay well, provide good benefits, and offer 
opportunities for advancement and job satisfaction. Yet, despite these advantages, industry reports highlight 
the challenges companies face with finding enough qualified employees [1, 2].  

Two factors contributing to this problem are a lack of awareness of what people do in biotechnology and 
an absence of clear pathways for embarking on biotechnology careers. When it comes to biology-oriented 
professions, most students know what doctors and nurses do. Many can even guess what a medical 
technician's job might be like. But when it comes to biotechnology, the job titles are mysterious, the work 
responsibilities unclear, and the pathways for learning the required skills and embarking on those careers 
are invisible. For example, how would a student know the difference between a Research Assistant, 
Research Associate, and Scientist? How could they know what kinds of tasks are performed by Process 
Development Associates, Quality Control Associates, Manufacturing Technicians, Data Managers, 
Validation Engineers, and Project Managers and what the educational pathways might entail? 

Biotech-Careers.org was designed to address the challenge of describing entry-level biotechnology careers. 
We describe educational materials at the site, discuss four pathways for student exploration, and present 
student data demonstrating increased career awareness and other cognitive factors related to career choice 
after students have used the site.  

1.1 Biotech-Careers.org 

Biotech-Careers.org is a multi-media online resource where students can learn about different industry 
sectors and find position titles, career descriptions, maps, companies, job postings, videos, and programs 
that can prepare them to enter the biotechnology workforce (Table 1).  
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The site was created by Digital World Biology (DWB) as part of the National Bio-Link Center for 
Biotechnology Education [3] and launched in June 2012. Since the end of Bio-Link in 2018, DWB has 
continued adding features and content through a grant (DUE 1764225) from the National Science 
Foundation’s Advanced Technological Education (ATE) program. DWB also collaborates with the current 
National ATE Center for Biotechnology, InnovATEBIO, as a leader for the Biotech-Careers.org and 
Entrepreneurship Hub [4]. 
 
The site addresses a common misperception that biotechnology careers require advanced degrees by 
including profiles from community college alumni and hiring data from InnovATEBIO. Alumni from 
biotechnology programs nationwide contributed descriptions of their educational journeys and daily 
routines along with photos showing what their work is like [5]. In addition, 96 InnovATEBIO community 
college programs contributed hiring data [6]. These stories and data demonstrate that a wide variety of 
people at multiple education levels work in biotechnology companies and that the industry values 
community college certificates and degrees. 

Table 1. Career education resources at Biotech-Careers.org 

Link Title Career Education Resource Number 

Career 
Descriptions 

Descriptions of entry-level positions in biotechnology – include average salary, 
education, degrees, colleges 

33 

Job Areas Job descriptions in different business sectors 36 

People Profiles of community college alumni working in industry 35 

Blogs Articles on the biotechnology industry and new careers 59 

Videos Videos about working biotechnology 70 

Biotech 
Companies 

Interactive maps show a global view of company locations, companies in the United 
States, or company locations organized by state.  
 
Company profiles contain a short description, a link to the company's website, and 
indicate whether the company has hired a student from a two-year college. In 
addition, direct links to company career and internship pages are included. 
 

>8828a 
companies 
in >12,488 
locations 

Biotech Jobs Links to two job board databases allow visitors to search job posts. 
  
Searchable lists of employer career pages and internship pages are also provided. 

>3963 US 
employer 

career pages 
 

>99 US 
employer 
internship 

pages in 191 
locations 

Business 
Areas 

A word cloud displays terms companies use to describe their activities. Each term is 
linked to a page with an interactive map of the company locations and table with 
companies working in one area. 

>507 

aThe number of companies and business areas is dynamic and changes almost daily.  

1.2 The Biotech-Careers industry database 
 
DWB added a biotechnology industry database to Biotech-Careers.org in 2016. The database represents a 
wide variety of employers worldwide that produce biotech and biopharma-related products, technology, 
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and services. We use Google (Google.com) to search for company names and gather data from company 
websites to add companies to the database. For each company, we enter locations, a description, URL, the 
company's business areas, and whether they have hired a community college student. We enter most of the 
data manually, averaging 100 companies per month. Tabular data are imported using the Drupal Feeds 
module [7].   
 
We use automated tools to check company URLs once a year to maintain and curate the database. 
Automated tools are also used more frequently to obtain and add links to career and internship pages. 
Companies with problem URLs are reviewed and either unpublished or updated. Since 2016, we have 
unpublished 1786 companies that either went out of business, were purchased, or merged with another 
company.  
 
We obtain company names from multiple sources. These include CrunchBase [8], the Biotechnology 
Innovation Organization (BIO) membership list (BIO.org), and trade association websites [9-12]. In 
addition, we use scientific journals such as Nature (Nature.com), Science (Science.org), and Nature 
Biotechnology (Nature.com/nbt); newsletters: 360Dx (360dx.com), GenomeWeb (GenomeWeb.com), 
STAT news (STATnews.com), Fierce Biotech (FierceBiotech.com), Endpoints news (Endpts.com), 
Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News (genengnews.com), Geekwire (Geekwire.com), BioBuzz 
(Biobuzz.io), SynBioBeta (Synbiobeta.com); and newspapers: the Seattle Times (Seattletimes.com), and 
the New York Times (nytimes.com). Companies also fill out forms on our website requesting to be added.  
 
InnovATEBIO programs are an essential data source [13]. These data are used to identify companies that 
have hired community college students. As of February 2023, at least 732 of the 6639 U.S.-based employers 
(11%) hired students from InnovATEBIO community college programs [14]. The map of companies that 
have hired community college students illustrates that students from InnovATEBIO programs are being 
hired by large and small companies throughout the US.  
 

1.3 Insights from the Industry Database 

Biotech-Careers.org does not claim to include every biotechnology company in the world or even in the 
U.S. With 8,828 employers, Biotech-Careers' database is larger than the BIO membership list (1473) [15], 
smaller than BiotechGate (21,565 companies) [16] and close in size to the IBIS World report (11,076 
businesses worldwide) [17]. Two outliers are CrunchBase (41,855) and the TEConomy/BIO report 
(127,000) [18]. These values are higher because CrunchBase includes companies that have gone out of 
business, and the TEConcomy/BIO report derives company numbers from NAICS codes. NAICS codes are 
a standard used by the government for classifying businesses. These codes have well-documented problems 
when it comes to biotechnology [19]. 
 
No database is perfect. Even so, the company database provides insights into the biotech industry. 
Interactive maps visually demonstrate that biotechnology is a worldwide industry and that companies 
cluster in specific locations. In addition, business terms show that biotech-related companies work on a 
wide range of topics.   
 
The top ten business areas in the database are shown in Table 2. Except for COVID-19, the top six, from 
Small Molecules to Antibodies, are well-known topics in biopharma. Newer technologies such as Cell and 
Gene Therapy and Synthetic Biology are also represented. 
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Table 2. Top business areas represented in Biotech-Careers.org 

Business area Number of companies Locations worldwide 

Small Molecules 697 1151 

COVID-19 620 1207 

Therapeutics  533 821 

Diagnostics 512 750 

Medical Devices 474 776 

Antibodies 476 928 

Cell and Gene Therapy 422 681 

Synthetic Biology 401 507 

Bioinformatics 328 409 

Cancer Therapeutics 291 473 

 
Choosing a topic from the Business Areas page shows a further breakdown of areas that describe company 
activities (Fig. 1). For example, companies that work on Small Molecules also work on other Therapeutics 
(Biologics, Cancer, Antibodies, Immunotherapy), and related areas such as Drug Discovery and Vaccines.  
 

 
Figure 1. Subdivisions of business areas in Biotech-Careers.org. These data are from 697 
companies that work on Small Molecules. The numbers in parenthesis show the number of 

Small Molecule companies working in each business area. 

 

1.4 Pathways for Exploration 

Students who visit Biotech-Careers.org are likely to have different goals and interests depending on where 
they are in their educational careers. To reach students of different ages and interests, we developed four 
pathways for exploring the site: People, Places, Things, and Jobs (Fig. 2).  

 
College students, who are already interested in biotechnology, might prefer starting with Jobs or Places to 
quickly learn about companies in their area, what they do, and the kinds of jobs available. Students at an 
earlier stage, such as high school students, might prefer reading about the People working in different 
careers or learning about the kinds of Things that companies make or the topics they work on. 
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Fig. 2. Four paths for exploring Biotech-Careers.org.  
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Fig. 3. Exploring careers through People. Students begin by selecting an alumni 
profile and reading about that person's educational journey. From there, students 
can choose from multiple resources such as videos, articles, profiles, and career 

descriptions. 

 

To learn about People working in biotech (Fig. 3), students select “People” to view profiles of community 
college graduates working in biotechnology. They choose a person to read about, learn where they went to 
college, what a typical day on the job is like, and see the kinds of degrees or certificates they obtained. They 
can follow links to Job areas or career descriptions from an alumni profile. Job areas organize content 
around different business sectors, such as genomics or synthetic biotechnology. This section contains links 
to videos, articles, profiles, careers, and more. Visiting the Careers page displays cards linked to 
descriptions of different jobs. These include the average salary across the US, the minimum education 
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needed, a job description, links to view available positions, and links to InnovATEBIO programs that 
prepare students for these careers.  
 
The Biotech Companies link opens a page for exploring biotechnology through Places (Fig. 4). There are 
links to explore companies worldwide, the entire United States, or specific states. Interactive maps show 
over 12,000 company locations, 8,341 in the US. 
 
Individual state maps show students, through word clouds of the top business areas (Fig.4, right side), that 
the distribution of companies working in different business areas varies from state to state. Students can 
use the buttons under Career Information and Internship Information as filters to select companies that 
provide this information on their websites. Companies with career information on their websites are more 
likely to be hiring. 

 
Fig. 4. Exploring careers by Place. A student can look at companies on a US 

map or choose a state. Zooming in can show if there are companies near their 
area.  

For the Things path (Fig. 5), we recommend asking students to spend a few minutes jotting down topics of 
interest. Then, for the next five minutes, they can share those items with the class if they choose. At this 
point, students can choose Business Areas to see a page with columns showing links to Business Areas, Job 
Areas, and a list of Entry-level Jobs.  
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The Business Areas word cloud in the far-left column is derived from over 507 business activities 
companies use to describe themselves. In each case, the size of a word corresponds to the number of 
database companies that work in that area. The list is long, but students will likely find terms connected to 
topics of interest. Some examples are Biofuels, Cancer, Climate tech, Cosmetics, Fashion, Food, Pets, 
Regenerative medicine, Sporting goods, and Women’s Health.  
 
Selecting a Business Area leads to a page with a map and directory of all the companies in the database that 
work in that area. They can see where those companies are located, look at individual company descriptions, 
and visit company web pages to learn what they do and whether they are hiring. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Exploring biotechnology companies through the Things they make or the 

business areas they focus on. 

The Jobs path begins at the Biotech Jobs link (Fig. 6). Selecting the orange "Search for Jobs" button shows 
the current number of biotechnology jobs within 25 miles of the user's location. The location, search terms, 
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and distance can all be changed. For example, changing the location to the US on June 6th, 2022, showed 
11,802 biotechnology jobs.  
 
In presentations, we stress that these job postings are one example and are supplied by a third-party 
company that updates data daily. Every job board from LinkedIn (Linkedin.com) to Monster 
(Monster.com), Indeed (Indeed.com), and Glassdoor (Glassdoor.com) will have a different data set and 
provide different results. We recommend students use a variety of sites when they begin a serious job 
search.   

 

 
Fig. 6 Jobs. This path begins with a job search and looks at currently available 

jobs. 

Results from students 
The many resources at Biotech-Careers.org have made the site popular with both high school and 
community college educators. We use StatCounter (statcounter.com) and Google Analytics 
(analytics.google.com) to obtain and analyze statistics from our weblogs. In 2021 and 2022, the site had 
over 400,000 unique visits annually.  
 
We determined that 20-25% of these visits came from classrooms by looking at referrals, IP addresses, and 
usage patterns. Referrals from learning management systems often include names that indicate they came 
from Canvas, Blackboard, Google Classroom, Schoology, or a school district. A typical classroom visit 
will appear in the weblogs as several independent visits within a short time from the exact location, with a 
referrer that contains the word "assignment" or a URL such as "classroom.google.com."  
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We should note that the number of classes using Biotech-Careers.org has most likely resulted from our 
work since 2012 in promoting the site and giving presentations for teachers at national conferences such as 
the Bio-Link Summer Fellows Forum (2012-2018), the National Association for Biology Teachers 
(NABT), and in online webinars organized by NABT and InnovATEBIO. These events were attended by 
college instructors and high school teachers, giving us a unique opportunity to inform teachers about the 
site. 
 
The realization that approximately 100,000 students use Biotech-Careers.org annually made us interested 
in learning whether using the site influences students’ perceptions of biotechnology careers. To address this 
question, we gave virtual demonstrations of Biotech-Careers.org to four cohorts of students from a Hispanic 
Serving Institution (HSI), City College of San Francisco (CCSF), during 2020-2023, as part of CCSF’s 
Career Exploration in Bioscience course. All the presentations and class sessions were synchronous through 
Zoom. 
 
For each presentation, we followed the outline below: 

• 15 minutes - Walkthrough the four paths for exploring Biotech-Careers.org (People, Places, 
Things, Jobs). 

• 15 minutes – Students chose a path and explored the site independently. Each student was assigned 
to identify at least one career on the site related to an area of biotechnology that interests them. 

• 15 minutes – Students met in Zoom breakout rooms (2-4 students per room) and discussed careers 
they found interesting.  

• 15 minutes – Whole class questions and discussion.  
 

Students were asked to complete a short survey after working with the site. The survey included questions 
designed to measure changes in awareness, self-efficacy, sense of belonging, and identity. Examining 
cognitive factors related to career choice helps educators better understand why students might choose one 
path over another. Awareness is essential since it would be difficult to consider a career without knowing 
it exists. Self-efficacy, outcome expectations, and student goals have been identified as other important 
factors [20, 21]. Self-efficacy describes a student’s perceived ability to be successful. Outcome expectations 
are related to a sense of belonging and identity [22].   

 
After using the site, 97% (64/66) of the students were more aware of the variety of careers in biotechnology 
(Fig. 7).  
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Fig. 7. Student awareness of biotechnology jobs before and after using Biotech-
Careers.org. 

 

Most students (51/55) agreed that using Biotech-Careers.org increased the likelihood of pursuing 
biotechnology as a career (self-efficacy). Students also agreed that they were better able to picture 
themselves in a biotechnology career (55/57) (belonging) and that visiting the site broadened their ideas 
about who can be successful in a biotechnology career (56/58) (identity).  

 
Fig. 8. Student attitudes after using Biotech-Careers.org 

 

Discussion 
We launched Biotech-Careers.org in 2012 in response to requests from members of the Bio-Link 
community. At that time, most career websites made it seem like all biotechnology jobs required a Ph.D.  
Even now, three of the top four results from a Google search for biotech career information are sites 
where the information is inaccurate or incomplete [23-25]. One site [23] stated that a bachelor's degree is 
the minimum requirement for a biotechnology job. Two of the sites [23, 25] obtained misleading data 
from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS.gov), causing them to categorize job titles such as 
Biochemist/Biophysicist, Biomedical Engineer, Agricultural Engineer, Epidemiologist, Animal Scientist, 
and Soil and Plant Scientist as technicians. While biotechnology companies may employ people in these 
roles, these scientists in these roles often have a PhD or Master’s degree and are not considered 
technicians. All three sites missed common positions such as jobs in bioprocessing, kitting, or validation. 
 
Unlike the other sites in the top four Google results, Biotech-Careers.org is unique in that the career 
descriptions and the information come from people who have worked in the biotech industry. Biotech-
Careers.org focuses on entry-level technical positions, many of which can be filled by a person with an 
associate degree. Many of the original career descriptions were based on a publication [26], co-sponsored 
by Bio-Link, that is still relevant today. Other descriptions have come from industry contacts and job 
postings. The site is maintained and updated by subject matter experts with thirty years of experience who 
are active in the industry.  
 
We have presented an overview of the Biotech-Careers.org website, described how the site might be used 
in education, and presented results from students who have used the site in class. The website is easy to use 
and a free resource for students from high school through college. It can be used in synchronous and 
asynchronous formats to enhance awareness and understanding of the breadth of available biotechnology 
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careers. For example, Michael Fuller, an InnovATEBIO team member from BABEC, uses the site as part 
of an introduction to biotech activity with high school students. Fuller's approach and slides are available 
at Biotech-Careers.org [27].  
 
One of us [Dr. Leung (CCSF)] uses an assignment where students research different entry-level jobs and 
discuss them with each other. Alternatively, a jigsaw activity can be used (either in person or in virtual 
breakout rooms), where students research one career through the website and then interview each other to 
learn about those positions. One of our favorite activities is a cocktail party. Students research careers and 
then participate in a "cocktail" party (with non-alcoholic drinks). They are tasked with making small talk 
and describing their careers to other students at the party. Other instructors have had students make posters 
describing different types of biotech jobs. Materials and guidelines for these activities can be downloaded 
from Biotech-Careers.org [28]. 
 
Our studies thus far have focused on college students. In the future, we will present the site to high school 
students to learn more about the impact of Biotech-Careers.org on career choice in this demographic. Some 
of us remember being advised against biology as a study topic in college because it was common knowledge 
that there "were no jobs in biology." As a result, students may stay away from subject areas unless they 
believe there are attainable jobs. Conducting real-time job searches in an assignment demonstrates that jobs 
are there and that entry-level jobs don't all require a bachelor's degree or a Ph.D. Convincing students that 
jobs exist and are attainable may be an essential part of the message. 
 
We are also exploring methods for demystifying career paths. For example, we are currently building a 
database of skills and linking that information to college programs and jobs to help students better 
understand what they need to know and where to acquire the appropriate knowledge and skills. 

Conclusion 
Biotech-Careers.org is a comprehensive resource for career education that can launch many career 
exploration activities. We found that using the site positively impacted students' awareness and interest in 
biotechnology careers and their ability to picture themselves working in a biotechnology career. Including 
an industry database shows where students are likely to find positions working in the industry. The job 
search feature provides additional, timely information about the skills and knowledge that employers 
seek. 
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